Exacting purity
Advancing single-use solutions for end-to-end purity, reliability and security.

Dow Corning™ Pharma Tubing & Molded Assemblies
Purity Application Guide
Purity of silicones

Silicones bring a long history of safety and purity, due to their biocompatibility in healthcare applications documented with extensive testing in addition to their low levels of extractables and particulates.

**Purity:** The silicone elastomers used to make silicone tubing are composed of a silicone base (polydimethyl siloxane polymers and reinforcing filler), a silicone cross-linker, an inhibitor and a catalyst (at very low level). Consequently, silicone elastomers possess low and predictable extractables profile which prevent contamination of the drug during its manufacturing process. In contrast, plasticizers and other additives are often added to thermoplastic tubing formulations.

**Bio compatibility:** Silicones are inherently biocompatible and inert, therefore they have no adverse effect on human health, they are not sensitizing, not pyrogenic, not genotoxic, not cytotoxic, not hemolytic and exceed USP <88> Class VI tests.

Silicone elastomers cure irreversibly (thermoset polymers) and are stable at high temperature, which makes them suitable for a wide range of applications and conditions from upstream to downstream process.

DuPont provides materials and services for the pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical supply chain. Produced from a vertically integrated supply chain, our silicone tubing, molded assemblies and biopharmaceutical fluids are thoroughly tested, fully traceable and comprehensively documented, therefore reducing the risk of contamination.

**Exacting Purity**

DuPont assists the biopharma industry risk-based analysis with tight quality, supply chain and manufacturing oversight. The company also provides relevant testing packages on our tubing and overmolded assemblies.

Tubing and overmolded assemblies represent the largest surface area in direct contact with drug substances and products during the drug manufacturing process. Consequently, tubing needs to meet strict regulatory and quality requirements. The quality of tubing is contingent upon the entire manufacturing process including polymer synthesis, elastomer compounding and tubing extrusion.
Cutting Edge Tests for Process Contact Materials (PCM)

With the rising adoption of single-use components and systems, end-users increasingly rely on their suppliers to generate data on their supplied components.

DuPont is committed to helping its customers mitigate risk during the validation of single-use components by generating more data to substantiate the performance, quality and purity of its product solutions.

DuPont has developed its own set of comprehensive testing protocols and aligned to industry standards to ensure its solutions meet the highest reliability. Our latest testing package includes:

**Endotoxins:** all Dow Corning™ Pharma Tubing is tested according to USP<85> and passes stringent acceptance criteria of <0.125 EU/ml.

**Particulates:** the particulate count for the Dow Corning™ Pharma Tubing products are well below the USP <788> criteria for Microscopic Particle Count Test.

**Bioburden:** further to test following ISO 11737-1 (Sterilization of medical devices, microbiological methods – Part 1: Determination of a population of microorganisms on products), no bioburden of any kind (aerobic bacteria, yeast, mold and/or spores) was detected in any of the Dow Corning™ Pharma Tubing products.

**Extractables:** extractables testing information is important for the implementation of the single-use components and systems and for risk assessment of the potential impact on drug substances and drug products. The extractables testing packages between suppliers are not consistent and incomplete. For this reason, the BioPhorum Operations Group (BPOG) developed a standardized protocol for generating extractables data that would meet the end-users’ requirements and simplify/reduce the implementation time. To meet the end users’ requirements in accessing reliable and consistent data for faster implementation of the tubing component, DuPont has conducted a comprehensive BPOG study.

Learn more about the three tests in our white paper:

Contact Us
When you need innovation, DuPont can help. We are dedicated to meeting your needs for specialty materials, collaborative problem solving and innovation support. We have state-of-the-art application center laboratories in our facilities. DuPont has sales offices and manufacturing facilities worldwide, as well as full-service, global technical support.

DO NOT USE DUPONT MATERIALS IN MEDICAL APPLICATIONS INVOLVING IMPLANTATION IN THE HUMAN BODY OR CONTACT WITH INTERNAL BODY FLUIDS OR TISSUES UNLESS THE MATERIAL HAS BEEN PROVIDED FROM DUPONT UNDER A WRITTEN CONTRACT THAT IS CONSISTENT WITH THE DUPONT POLICY REGARDING MEDICAL APPLICATIONS AND EXPRESSLY ACKNOWLEDGES THE CONTEMPLATED USE.

DUPONT MAKES NO REPRESENTATION, PROMISE, EXPRESS WARRANTY OR IMPLIED WARRANTY CONCERNING THE SUITABILITY OF THESE MATERIALS FOR USE IN IMPLANTATION IN THE HUMAN BODY OR IN CONTACT WITH INTERNAL BODY FLUIDS OR TISSUES.

THE CONTENT OF DUPONT MATERIAL IS NOT CERTIFIED FOR IMPLANTS.
DuPont standard materials are not designed or manufactured for use in implantation in the human body or in contact with internal body fluids or tissues. DuPont has not performed clinical testing of these materials for implantation. DuPont will not provide to customers making implantable devices any notice concerning its materials, as specified under United States Code of Federal Regulations 21 CFR Section 820.50, or any other information necessary for medical device use of the materials under any other statute or FDA regulation. DuPont has neither sought, nor received, approval from the FDA for the use of these materials in implantation in the human body or in contact with internal body fluids or tissues.

DO NOT MAKE REFERENCE TO THE DUPONT NAME OR ANY DUPONT TRADEMARK IN ASSOCIATION WITH AN IMPLANTABLE MEDICAL DEVICE.
Do not use a DuPont trademark as the descriptive name of an implantable medical device.

ALL IMPLANTABLE MEDICAL DEVICES CARRY A RISK OF FAILURE AND ADVERSE CONSEQUENCES.
Regarding implantation of materials, you should rely upon the medical judgment of the physician, the medical device seller and the FDA. Do not rely upon DuPont. Examples of both harmful consequences and life-saving benefits from the implantation of various materials can be found in published medical articles. DuPont does not perform clinical medical studies of its standard materials, or their component materials, for use in implantable medical devices. Accordingly, DuPont cannot weigh the benefits against the risks for such a device and cannot offer a medical assessment of the safety or effectiveness of our material in such medical application.
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